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MARKETS+ DESIGN SESSION SCOPE 

BACKGROUND 
Markets+ is more than just a day-ahead market offering. It is a conceptual bundle of services 
proposed by SPP that would centralize day-ahead and real-time unit commitment and dispatch, 
provide hurdle-free transmission service across its footprint and pave the way for the reliable 
integration of a rapidly growing fleet of renewable generation. For utilities that see value in 
these services but who aren’t ready to pursue full membership in a regional transmission 
organization (RTO) at this time, Markets+ provides a voluntary, incremental opportunity to 
realize significant benefits. 

With the expressed needs of western utilities in mind, Markets+ could feature:  

• An inclusive and robust governance model that represents the diverse interests of all 
Markets+ participants. 

• Compatibility with the Western Resource Adequacy Program, prioritizing the reliability of 
the WRAP footprint ahead of exports to other regions. 

• A market design developed in partnership with western utilities to meet their needs 
related to energy procurement, greenhouse gas accounting, renewable integration, 
hourly capacity and flexibility, accuracy and transparency of pricing, and reliability. 

• Mechanisms that maximize transmission benefits while eliminating hurdle rates in the 
dispatch solution and optimizing unit commitment across the market’s footprint. 

• Effective seams management that improves trade outcomes with external regions 
through reliable, efficient and equitable market-to-market solutions. 

Working together, we can develop a market design that goes beyond current imbalance market 
service offerings, enhances reliability, increases participant value, equitably compensates 
participants and incorporates their diverse perspectives. 

Three teams of SPP staff and stakeholders are in the process of designing governance, market 
and transmission availability structures for Markets+. 

This document represents the comprehensive working product of the team responsible for 
developing the Markets+ market design. 
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DESIGN SESSIONS SCOPE 
The overall scope for the Markets+ development efforts is to create and publish a Markets+ 
service offering outlining key components of Markets + such as governance, market design and 
transmission availability.  The Market Design Sessions deliverable will the portions of the overall 
Markets+ service offering pertaining to the market design with a tentative completion in the 
fourth quarter of 2022. 

The Markets+ design sessions strategy for completing the deliverable will be to first gain group 
consensus on the high-level guiding principles and core, working assumptions of the overall 
scope of Markets+.  The next step will be to develop and work through a list of detailed topics 
for exploration prior to gaining group consensus on the core high-level design features for 
Markets+ prior to developing the market design portion of the Markets+ service offering. 
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MARKETS+ MARKET DESIGN GUIDING 
PRINCIPLES 

Guiding Principle 

Maintain reliable operation of Bulk Electric System 

Ensure efficient operation of the market by minimizing the total production cost 

Provide accurate price signals 

Market design should mesh with existing constructs 

Maximize participation in Day-Ahead and Real-Time horizons 
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MARKETS+ MARKET DESIGN WORKING 
ASSUMPTIONS 

Working Assumptions 

Market should generally produce savings relative to level of participation 

Market should benefit both the buyer and seller 

Pricing should reflect market conditions 

Pricing should incent performance 

Pricing should compensate producers/suppliers appropriately 

Pricing should minimize out-of-market payments(uplift) 

Centralized security-constrained unit commitment in Day-Ahead and Real-Time horizons 

Centralized security-constrained unit dispatch in Day-Ahead and Real-Time horizons 

Security-constrained commitment and dispatch will be flow-based 

Physical transmission rights should maintain value in market design 

Markets+ will optimize with SPP RTO at some point in the future 
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MARKETS+ MARKET DESIGN TOPICS 
FOR EXPLORATION 

Topics For Exploration/Discussion 

What existing activities are most important to western entities and should be compatible 
with Markets+? 

What reserve products procured and deployed in Markets+ (e.g., capacity, flexible 
reserves, replacement reserves, contingency reserves, etc.)? 

Core Market Design Features found in wholesale energy markets 

Overview of existing market products in wholesale energy markets 

Define market timelines 

Resource Adequacy and Resource Sufficiency 

Market Settlements and settlement relationships 

Price Formation 

Interdependencies with Transmission Availability design team 

Market Design must work with multiple, independent Balancing Authorities 

Imports, Exports and Wheeling through transactions 
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MARKETS+ MARKET DESIGN 
COMPONENTS AND FEATURES 

***As the team reaches consensus on what the core features and components for the Markets+ 
market design are they will be listed here*** 

MARKET TIMELINES 
Markets+ will have five main functions occurring throughout the operating horizon beginning 
with a forward advisory study, continuing with the Day-Ahead Market and subsequent Reliability 
Unit Commitment processes and finally concluding with the Real-time Balancing Market and 
financial settlement. 

MULTI-DAY ADVISORY 
The Multi-Day Forecast (MDFC) study is a non-binding informational study that will provide a 
commitment and pricing forecast based on the latest available forecast and commitment data. It 
will run daily after the Day-Ahead Market posting and will have a study period that covers the 
next 4 operating days at an hourly granularity. The MDFC is similar to a RUC study in that it uses 
load and wind forecast data as well as submitted RUC offers.  

The MDFC will produce hourly pricing forecasts that SPP will post publicly. The study will also 
produce informational commitments that will be communicated to corresponding Market 
Participants.  

This study will be considered informational. Any long lead commitments that otherwise may not 
be committed through the DAMKT due to physical parameters will be coordinated between the 
BA and SPP.  

DAY-AHEAD MARKET 
The Design Session team plans to look at external drivers in the Western Interconnection to 
determine what specific market timeline makes sense for Markets+. 

RELIABLITY UNIT COMMITMENT 
The Reliability Unit Commitment (RUC) process will begin shortly after the posting of the Day-
Ahead Market Results and will continuously vet the existing unit commitment decisions to 
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ensure all Markets+ obligations can be reliability and economically met based on the most 
recent forecast and operational information. 

The RUC processes will begin with hourly granularity assessments of the existing resource 
commitments, transitioning to a shorter-term, more granular study (e.g., 15-minute granularity) 
closer to the operating hour. 

REAL-TIME BALANCING MARKET 
 

The Real-Time Balancing Market (RTBM) will occur near real time on a 5 minute frequency and 
with a study interval of 5 minutes. This study provides a security constrained energy dispatch as 
well as a co-optimized clearing of flexibility reserves and associated prices.  

The RTBM will initialize approximately 5 minutes prior to the target interval. The study is 
completed and results are approved and published approximately 1 minute prior to the target 
interval.  

FINANCIAL SETTLEMENT 
To Be Determined . . . 

MARKET PRODUCTS 

ENERGY 
Energy is a key product and will be cleared in order to balance generation with obligations. 
Energy is defined as an amount of electricity that is Bid or Offered, produced, purchased, 
consumed, sold or transmitted over a period of time, which is measured or calculated in 
megawatt hours (MWh). Financially binding clearings of Energy will occur on an hourly 
granularity in the DAMKT and 5-minute granularity in RTBM. Cleared energy will be settled at 
the corresponding Settlement Location’s locational marginal price (LMP).  

OPERATING RESERVES 
Operating reserves include Regulation and Contingency reserves. Regulation reserves are a 
reservation of qualified resource capacity in the up and down direction and are used to balance 
real power requirements on a continuous basis. Contingency reserves are a reservation of 
qualified resource capacity in the up direction and are used primarily to recover from resource 
contingencies. Regulating and Contingency reserves will not be cleared in Markets +.  
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Since Markets+ will not clear operating reserves, it will be necessary for participants to 
communicate the capacity allocated to Contingency and Regulating reserves in order to reserve 
that capacity and prevent the clearing of other products or reserves.  

FLEXIBLITY RESERVE 
Wholesale energy markets use flexibility reserve products to respond to uncertainties or 
unexpected changes primarily due to renewable and load forecast errors. These products 
increase the security of the grid as well as allow for fewer shortage situations and pricing 
excursions.  Flexibility reserve products may include multiple products that target different 
periods depending on the need and benefit.  

A short-term flexibility product could target periods in the intra-hour range (e.g. 10 to 30 
minutes). Depending on the volatility and forecast uncertainties in this time range, a flexibility 
product could help minimize transient error and reduce the risk that the RTBM cannot meet 
other future obligations. In these time ranges, online resources that are qualified for Energy and 
are dispatchable would be the primary resources considered for clearing. A potential design 
could be for this to be a non-offered product with a marginal clearing price based on the loss of 
opportunity for clearing Energy since that is the primary competing product.  

A longer-term flexibility product could target periods beyond real-time (e.g. 1 hour or greater). 
Depending on the potential uncertainties in these time ranges, a flexibility product can help 
ensure reliability and reduce out of market manual actions. In these time ranges, both online 
and offline resources would be the primary resources considered for clearing. Online clearing 
would likely be very consistent with the design for a short-term flexibility product while offline 
resources would likely clear based on submitted offers. This potential model would result in the 
marginal clearing price formulated based on the combination of online loss of opportunity and 
the offline submitted offers.  

The benefit of any flexibility product is dependent on the resource characteristics, variability, and 
forecast uncertainties of the participating footprint. Narrowing in on a final design will be 

require additional research and discussion. SPP recommends that any flexibility products design 
include co-optimization and clearing in DAMKT and RTBM studies while accounting for those 

product requirements in any incremental commitment during the RUC processes. 
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